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AbsQract. We defir: new families of dpda’s by restricting the appearance of equivalent configur- 
ations in cel_aib: co.,lputations. These families capture the notion of a necessary usage of the 
stack. We di,cuss the equivalence and containment prohfems for these families and show how to 
maintain on-line regularity indication (i.e., how to know at each time in the computation whether 
the language accepted from hertz on is regular). As a consequence we get a linearity test for these 
families. We also give polynomial time algorithms to decide regularity and real time strictness 
for some of these families. 
The equivalence problem and the subclass containment problems for deterministic 
pushdown automata (dpda) have received much attention in recent years. The 
equivalence problem for dpda’s is the problem of deciding for any two dgda’s 
whether the languages accepted by them are the same. The containment problem 
(dpda, Lk’, is the p roblem of deciding for an arbitrary dpda M whether there exists 
a machine in the class J?? accepting the same language as M. 
Many contributions have been made to the equivalence problem by many authors. 
ASthough the equitralence problem for general dpda’s remains open, it has been 
shown to be decidable for several subclasses of dpda’s [ 14, 20, 26, 27, 1, 22, 16, 18, 
19, 11, 8, 231. 
0n the other hand, there are many subclass containment problems that remain 
open. However, the equivalence problem and the subclass containment problem 
are closely related to each other. Frkdman and Greibach 1281 have proved that for 
any subclass of dpda’s L!? satisfying certain properties, if the containment problem 
(dpda, 33) is decidable, then it is also decidable whether two dpda’s at least one of 
which belongs to 5!? are equivale,jt. Besides this result, some decidability results for 
the contakment problems hme also been obtained. For the class of finite automata, 
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Stearns [21] provr:d the decidability of the containment problem (dpda, finite-state 
automata), which is known as the regularity qrclblem. Valiant [25] has ‘improved 
the regularity t&t to present an exponentially faster algorithm. Greibach [6] has 
shown that it is decidable in polynomial time whether a real-time dpda with empty 
stack acceptance accepts a linemar context-free language. 
Oyamaguchi, Inagaki and Honda [17] and independently Itzhaik and Yehudai 
[I 21 gave a solution to the subclass containment p’roblem (dpda, SO) where 99, is 
the class of real-time dpda’s with empty stack acceptance. 
In [ 13) the present authors discuss the containment problem (dpda, 1 -turn dpda), 
also known as the linearity test for dpda’s, in great detail. We also present there a 
polynomial time procedure for deciding whetht;r a real time strict dpda accepts a 
finite turn language, and a reduction of the (dpda, finite-turn dpda) containment 
problem IO a more restricted containmena problem. 
In ihi!; paper we introduce some new families of nor real-time dpda’s and discuss 
their equivalence a!rd containment problems. 
The special emphasis on these families is motivated by our belief that they are 
both large and important and they seem to be a natural goal for investigation at 
this !#tage of the research. We prove reduction results from their equivalence problem 
to their containment problem (we give a direct proof, since the result from Friedman 
2nd Greibach [B] cannot be used here). We also discuss the n-,achine subclass 
containment problem, which is to decide whether a given dpda is in the class. We 
also consider a strong variant of the regularity test, namely the on-line regularity 
indication which was introduced in [ 131. The problem is to simulate a dpda with 
an equivalent one that knows at each point of its computation if the language 
accepted hereafter is regular. 
In this paper we suggest he inductive technique for regularity to solve this problem 
kind use this technique for our families. As a consequence we :,ol\,e the linearity 
problem for dpdz’s from these families. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some preliminary definitions, 
including the concept of generative and necessary quintets and t’le jpda as a normal 
form for dpda’s. In Section 3 we define the new families of dpda’s and discuss the 
relations among them. Section 4 contains the equivalence-containment reduction 
for the families, and in Section 5 we introduce the inductive technique for regularity. 
In Section 6 we investigate the regularity properties of the fijmilies and improve the 
regularity test f!x them. We use there the inductive technique for proving the on-line 
regularity indication property and to solve their linearity problem. At the end of 
the xxtion we improve the algorithm for deciding the real-time strict deter;;ltnistic 
propert:. lror two of the families. 
2. Preliminaries 
We recall some brisk definitions regarding deterministic languages. ?ile empty 
word over an arhitrxy’alphabet is denoted by F. and the length of a word ck by INi. 
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A deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) is denoted by a i’-tuple M = 
(Q, 2, r, 6, 90, Z,, F) where Q, C and r are respectively finite sets of states, input 
symbols and stack symbols; 9. is the initial state; Z,, in r is the initial stack symbol; 
FGQ is the set of accepting or final states and S:QX(~UE)X~+QX~*, the 
transition function, is a partial function satisfying the determinism condition: if 
S(9, e, A) is defined, then for all a E 2, S(9, a, A) is not defined. If the determinism 
condition is not required, and S is a function from Q x (2 u E) x r to finite subsets 
of Q x T*g thee A< is a pushdown automaton (pda). 
If 6( 9, n, A) = (9’, y), we usually write (9, A)*” (q’, y). This transition rule of 
M has mod0 (9, A) and input T. If 7~ = E, the transition rule is called an E-rule. 
if the only rule with mode (9, A) is an E-rule, then (9, A) is an E-mode, otherwise 
it is a reading mode. A pair (9, WA), 9 in Q, A in I-+, w in I’* is a conjigurution with 
mode (9, A) while (9, E ) is a configuration with mode (9, E). Configuration c = (9, w) 
has state s and stack w. The stack height ICI of c is 1~1. 
c, = (90, ZO) is the initialconfiguration of M. A configuration (9, w) where’ s E F, co’ F. v 
I‘* is said to be an accepting configuration. In a dpda that accepts by empty store, 
only ((I, F). 9 E F, are accepting configurations. 
If (q, A)--,” (g’, ~7) is a transition rule, then we write (9, M~A)---, * (9’, ~7~7) for any 
~7 in I‘* and ~41 i : ;i moz!e of M which reads V, and if 7~ = E we call it an e-move. 
A derivation (or an a-derivation) c+ cI: c’ iq P sequence *of such moves through 
successive .” onfigurations where (1 is the concatenation of the input symb& 
read by the moves. The language L(c) accepted from a configuration c is L(c) = 
{ CYE1*IC--+*C’; c’ is an accepting c3nfiguration). L(M) = L(c,) is the la.nguage 
accepted by M. A configuration is reachable if. c, -‘r c for some LY, and iive if 
L(c) # fl. Two configurations c and c’ are equivalent (c = c’) if L(c) = L( c’), and two 
dpda’s M and M’ xe equivalent (M = M’) if L(M) = L.( M’). 3 denotes the ciass 
of all dpda’s. 
For convenience, we assume in this paper that all dpda’s are in a normal form 
such that in each rule (q, A)-, rr (q’, y); if 7~ = E, then _v = E, otherwise 1~71 s 2. If 
.\’ = . d3, then (q’, B) is not an e-mode. Hence, F-moves always come after an erasing 
move and erase the top symbol. We also assume that the dpda is loop-free (every 
input word can be read in a finite number of machine moves) and every accepting 
mode is a reading mode. This form can be adopted without loss of generality because 
every dpcY.1 can be tjaansformed in a number of easy steps to an equivalent machine 
in this form [25]. 
The following definitions deal with the moves of the dpda on its stack and are 
all with respect to some particular derivation c- ” cl. ~3, isa sta&ng (s-) conjiguration 
in tht derivation, if and only if it is not subsequently followed by any configuration 
of height s Ic,I. It is a popping (p-) conjigurntion if and only if it is not preceded 
by any configuration of height s /c,I. A derivation is a stacking derivation (CT i&‘) 
if and only if c iw; an s-configuration in it, a popping derivation t c i (dc’) if and only 
If c’ is a p-configuration in it. 
We define the stncki~lg sequence of a stacking derivation as a sequence of modes 
pL,. Exh U, is the mode of the unique configuration of height (i + 1) in the derivation 
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that is not followed by any configuration of height d (i + 1) subsequently in the 
derivation. The significance of pi for the configuration corresponding to it is that 
it contains all the information about the previous computation that may influence 
the subsequent part of the derivation. 
We analogously define the popping sequence for a popping derivation to be a 
sequence of modes ai. Each ui is the mode of the unique configuration of height i 
in the derivation that is not preceded by any configuration with height 6 i. 
A dpda makes a turn when it changes from stacking to popping, that is, if there 
IS a computation cl t ( CY,)C,.~ (az)c3 with lc,l c iczl and I+ IcJ. A dpda is n-turn if 
no computation from the initial configuration (qo, Z,) contains more than n turns: 
it is finite-turn if there is a k > 1 such that the dpda is k-turn. 
For I -turn dpda’s/languages we sometimes use the name linear or determinlstic- 
linear (n-linear) dpda’s/languages which is somewhat inaccurate. It is known that 
linear context-free languages (4) are accepted by l-turn pda’s, but it can be shown 
that the linear cfl’s which can be accepted by dpda’s properly contain the languages 
accepted by l-turn dpda’s. Nevertheless, for simplicity we use d-lineur languages 
for the languages accepted by l-turn dpda’s, and denote the containment problem 
( ‘2. I -turn) as the linetvritv test. 
Another family of dpda’s is the class 9 of real-tirllu dpda’s that consists of dpda’s 
with1 no F-I’~1~s. $ ( Y?~,), the class of strict dpdu’s (red-time strict dpdu’s), ccmtairls 
all dpda’s in Y (i-6) ) that accept by empty store. 
t is a real-time sfricf deterministic fatqungc if L - L(M) for some realtime strict 
dpda M (similarly for the other Families). 
The next definition from Itzhaik and Yehudai [ 131 is based on the nature of the 
main procesb tll*.;t a dpda performs on an input word. This proc’esb is actually a 
corn[xkrlson action between the input subwords. We give here a formalization to 
this behavior of the dpda in terms of its stack height changes. 
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Fig 1. Generative quintet T = (q, q’, A, -r, y 1. 
of derivations c, -oP?~~~‘.?- c2, i 20, in which there is a correspondence between 
the number of the o2 and a4 s&words. 
This proposition reminds us of the known pumping lemma, and actually they 
hoth deal lyith *he sasile thing. 
It is also cleal; that in every derivation cE - C, in bqhich the stack height increases 
t and then decreases) by more than ]rl ]Ql’ w I e reading nonempty input words, h.1 
the dpda passes through a generative quintet. 
Another definition from ItzhGk and Yehudai [ 131 that deals with necessary usage 
of the stack is the following. 
IMMion. Let M = (Q, _I! r, ii, Y(,, Z,,, F) be J dpda: a generativcq uintet 7’= 
(4.4’. A, .x, y) in CI-,’ c2 (9, q’~ Q, 4 E r, s, y E i“, y E E* and cl, c2 configurations) 
is called a WWSSQ~V quintet in c’, - y c2 if, for every m, n 3 0, m # n, (q’, XJ~“) 
Fq 9’. .x_P). 
Clearly if T = (4, q’, A, .Y, y) is a necessary quintet in c, -y c2, then there is a 
factorization of y = cy I a2ala.,a~ such that, for every n 3 0, ( 9, xy”A) +*tr3 (q’, xy”) 
implbing that ((I, xy”A) $ (q.yPA) for every m f n, m, n 2 0 since the same input 
takes these configurations to inequnvalent configurations. 
There has been a great interest in machines with a different behavior of their 
p-moves. These machines are known as jump dpda’s. Such a dpda can erase with 
only r3ne move the pushdown stack down to and including SOITX specified symbol. 
This additional facility establishes a simplified and useful device of characterizing 
the deterministic languages. 
We can find in the literature various types of such machines: for example, [7,2] 
and the most recent one [ 151. We are going to use here a sorrewhat different kind 
of jump-dpda, jpda in short, with the following definition. 
Definition. A dpda hf = ( Q, I,!; 6, y,). &. F) is called jpda if and only if Q = QF u 
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(a) for every 9 L- QF, there exists a &, c f such that 
S(9, t‘, X) = 
(94 forXW+q, 
(p, E) with pE oF for Xf: r-q$,; 
(5) for every 4, Y, 9 E ljF, YE r, fi(9, E, Y)=fl 
(c) If S(9, Q, A) = ( p, y!, then 1~1 s 2. 
3 Thcrccore, there are two disjoint subsets of the state set; states in one subset or 
are reading states, and those in the other subset QF take part iri F-moves, and the jpda 
being in state 9 E QP erases stack symbols (from $J in a consecutive sequence of 
F-moves and changes its state only with the first erasing of a stopping symbol (from 
I-- w,). Note that (9, A), 9 E Q*, can be a reading’mode. We use this definition and 
not th:lt of Courcelle or Linna because it has sufficient restrictions on its behavior 
so that it enables us to simplify our proofs, and at the same time it preserves the 
‘traditional’ notion of the stack moves-without any new ideas of jumps (that need 
a special treatment in the proofs). 
The followin,g proposition indicates that we have a normal form. For a proof we 
refer the reader to [ 131. 
Proposition 2.1. For any dpda M, one can @i-huel_y construct a jpda ti such that 
L(M) = L(M). 
3. New families of dpda’s 
In this section we define four large families of non-real-time dpda’s. The first 
family is a known one (proper dpda’s [23]) and the others are new. We discuss the 
relations among the families, and later, in the next sections, we prove some reduction 
and decidability results. The importance of the discussion is not only in stating and 
proving these results, but mainly in defining the families and describing their role 
in understanding dpda’s in general. 
The advance in the main problems of the research-the equivalence ard the 
containment problems- was in prqving the LAdability of these problems for larger 
and larger families and in introducing rlew techniques for solving the problems. 
In retrospect the sub-families are of three kind;.: 
( I j Families of dpda’s that are characterized oy syntactic limitations, like the 
real-time dpds’s, simpEe dpda’s, I-counter dpda’s. etc. 
(2) Families of dpd;J’s that are characterized I,y limitations on their derivations 
and stack mo:‘es, for example, the finite-turn dpda’s. 
(3) Families that aI-e characterized by the equivalence relations among their 
configurations during the computation. 
In this last category (3) we can find those families that were defined mainly for 
the siike of introducing new techniques for checking equivalence. For example, the 
non-singuiar dpda’s 1271 and the super-deterministic dpda’s [5]. 
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There exist now decision methods for equivalence of dpda’s of families in ( 1) 
and (2) (FGte-turn dpda’s [26, 1, 181, real-time prefix-free dpda’s [ 16, 19]), and the 
direction is toward dealing with non real-time dpda’s, defined by mean? of class 
(3). Ukkonen 123 ] defined such machines and called them proper dpda’s. 
Here we shall discuss this family and three other families of class (3) which we 
are going to define. 
The motivation behind the (definitions of the families is to wo& with dpda’s that 
do not make unnecessary moves on their stack. We cannot give a formal and exact 
definition for the concept of unnecessary move, but we can say that it is connected 
to making changes on the stack while passing in the computation through equivalent 
configurations. 
Following Ukkonen [23] we define the famiiy of the proper dpda’s. We first need 
the concept called the w\c:ight of a configuration (9, w). Intuitively, the weight of 
(9, H*) is the number of ‘rhuse symbols B in w which are useful in the sense that if 
B becomes the top symbol in some later stage of the computation, the move applied 
to it may read a nonempty input symbol. 
More formally, for each configuration (9, ~9) we set Y( 9, w) = (pI(9, W) - o ( p, E) 
for some a! E 2,). 
In L configuration (9, uAv), the stack symbol A is called removable if v # E and 
(n((r, A)+“+ EI, F E Y( 9, v)} c_ {E}. Note that the top symbol is never removable. 
The number c)f nonremovable elements of a stack word w in configuration (9, w) 
is called the weight of (q, w) iind denoted by wg( q, w). A dpda is proper if and only 
if the weight is bounded in every class of reachable configurations that are equivalent. 
Definition. A dpda M = (Q, 2, r, 8, qO, Z,,, F) is a dpda with necessarJ7 modes if for 
every stacking derivation (q, WA) T (a)( y, w$A), 
(qE Q, GE Tt, we I’“, A E r and C-X E C ‘)( q, WA) $q, wEA). 
We can think of a dpda with necessary modes as a machine whose stacking moves 
are all necessary. In the next family of dpda’s that we are going to define the popping 
moves are necessary. 
Definition. A dpda M is a dpdn . jith only necessar)- qui ,tets if all the generative 
quintets in its derivation :; are necessary quintets. So if T = (4, q’, 4, x,, y) is a 
generative quintet of M, then (q’. xy’?) = (II’, .~y”~) for n = m. 
The last and probably the largest family we define is that of dpda’s with the 
foEowing property: In every stacking derivation over a bounded length tne dpda’s 
pass through at least two inequivalent configurations with tht: same mode. 
Definition. A dpda M = (Q, 2, I”, S, qo, Zo, F) is a dpda with necessary stacking deriva- 
tion if in every stacking derivation of more than IrlIQI symbols, M passes through 
two inequivalent s-configurations with the same mode. (Recall that s-configurations 
are those whose modes appear in the stacking sequence.) 
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We dencte by 9, KU, JVS! and NY9 the classes of proper dpda’s, dpda’s with 
necessary modes, dpda’s with necessary quintets and dpda’s with necessary stacking 
derivation, respectively. The corresponding classes of dpda’s accepting by empty 
stack are denoted PO, XX,, X2,, and JV’Y’~,. We will concentrate mainly on these 
last families they define. 
We now show family relationships. 
Theorem 3.1. The @lowing diagram summarizes machine and language Jarnil 
relationships : 
Proof. We start by proving machine Family cont:\inments. 
&, c :& was shown in [23]. To prove .4(, c .I: H,,. let M E i-8 and assume to the 
contrary that M ~‘.;tl&. Then there is ;I stacking derivation (q, WA) t ((I)( 4, wW 
such that (g, wa) = (4, ~6~) and hence (q, MYI) = !y, wi+U for every i a 0. But if B 
is the shortest input word that 111 accepts starting from ((1, WA), then A4 starting 
from ( y, wdp~ A) cannot accept [3 (since M c :IIpJ and therefore (q, wT?4 i * ((I. WA 1, 
and wt: halve a contradiction which shows that loll c , CO,,. 
It is obvious that :P,,c PO, JY’Y,,~ ~&and ,%‘.9,,~; Y,,, .\N,,~ .\:‘l~,,directlvfol~aws . 
from the definitions of these two families. 
A11 machine family proper containments will fob{ from the proper containments 
of the appropriate language families. 
We now turn to the language families. Ac B implies L(A) c L(B) for any pair 
of families A and B. To prove proper containments we discuss specific languages. 
The proper containment 1.(&j c L(Y,,) was shown in 1231. 
Let L, _=. {a’%‘Y, u”h”‘dnl 1 t1, ttt Y- 0). it is known that L, .cI&J. We can easily 
construct a dpda AI, acceptin g f., as fMows. It stacks the a’s, then the h’s. If it 
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then sees a c, it erases all the 6’s (without reading any input) and ther, erases one 
(I for each c in the input- If the dpda encounters a d (following the b’s) it erases 
a 6 for each d in the input, and then erases all the Q’S without consuming any input. 
It is easy to see that all stacking configurations are inequivalent, so M, is in .K&~J. 
Hence L( 92,) G L(N.&). 
Consider the language L2 defined by 
L2=(a’lbu’~b . ..ba~~bc”u’in.nr>c3,i,>OIbr lsj~n and l”in_m+l 
if rt 2 m, I= i, otherwise). 
This language was suggested by Ukkonen [24] who attributes it to an anonymous 
referee. It was shown that L,p(L( 3,,), bvt. L1 E L( 9,) so L( PO) c L( C&J. We now 
show that L, is not in, L(JW,). Every dpda that accepts Lz makes a stacking 
derivation while reading ~%a%. . . h’n, and must remember in its stack the numbers 
4, 4, . . . , i, (and that order) since afterwards the number of c’s will determine to 
which of these the last block of U’F will be compared. It is easy to show that the 
configurations reached after reading (a%). for k -= 1,2, . . . (where k is fixed) are 
all equivalent, since they all accept the language {u’&z’~b..  ba’dd%‘~ (I = k and 
rn>~!) or (l=i,_,,, and n 2 nt r 0)). For a large j we car! find two such configur- 
ations rvith ilx cy;ne mode, so the machine cannot be in .Y./tl,. (In fact, we have 
sho\+pn L,.e L(.Kffl.) 
The natural dpda Mz one constructs for L-, can easily be seen to be in AYE?,, 
(and in fact also in X9,,). !So we have established L( .KU,) c t( .,VY3,,). 
To obtain a language ncit in L(J &) we consider thu following modified version 
of L,: 
j-J= L$J,u’w‘h... h&bd”In>G,i,>O for Isjsn). 
We construct a dpda M3 to accept L3, M3 stacks G’S and b’s marking the first 6 
in the stack. If M3 reads c, it erases one 6. For each subsequent c it erases a sequence 
of U’S and one 6. If it reaches the marked h it continues co read C’S without further 
erasing the a‘s, Finally, M, erases an Q from the stack for each a ‘in the input. If, 
instead of c, M, reads a d, it erases a single 6 and a Wok of a’s for each d (including 
the first 1 read. Unlike the case of L, the configurations reached after reading (a% P, 
.j= iJ...., are pairwise inequivalent, brcause the sequence of d’s accepted from 
such a configuration must include j d’s. One can then verify that MT E h’Lt& On 
the other hand, let 111 be any dpda accepting L3 and consider the configurations 
reached ;tfter reading (a%)“c’ for j = I, 2,. . . . These configurations occur in a 
popping derivation, and are equivalent (they all accept the !=lnguage (C ‘Qk 1 m 3 O).) 
Two of these configurarions must have the same mode so L,&‘L(X~9,,). Similar 
arguments how that L, KL( Y,,). 
Finally, the fact that L( XY’9J c L( 9,) tias recentl!, proved by Courcelle [3]. The 
result will be included in Corollary 6.9, following our discussion in Section 5 of 
on-lint* regularity indication and the negative result obtained by Courcelle. c] 
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In the definition of the .hY%3=dpda‘s it is said that there must be at least two 
inequivalenz configurations with the same mode. We would like to present an 
equivalent definition for the JCE&dpda’s that characterizes these two configurations. 
But first we need the following definition. 
Definition. A stacking derivation is called a basic stacking derivation if and only if 
every mode in its stacking sequence (except the first and last modes) appears only 
once. 
Now we have a very similar definition to the &X4-dpda’s. 
D&&ion. A dpda M = (Q, 2, l-‘, 8, qI,, Z,, F) is a dpda with necessary basic modes 
(.A’%& for short) if for every basic stacking derivation (9, WA) J’ (a)( 9, w~A), where 
q E Q+ I? E r ‘, w E r*, A E r and ar E E*, we have (9, WA) $ (9, w+A). 
The next theorem connects .;CY3 and .X%4! dpda’s. 
Proof. We have to show for each dpda M = (0, E, f, S, 9(), Z,, F) that M E X&J4 
if and only if N E .NX2. 
(a) The proof of the ‘if direction is as follows. If M E .2X@, assume that 
M J&‘~.%H ; thus there exists a basic stacking derivation (~,IYA) t (a )( q, w*A) such 
that (9, wA) = (4, M’G~A). Clearly (9, WA) t (a’)( 1, t wr;i,‘A) and (9, WA) = (9, w?‘A) for 
i :bO. Nov;l, there are no two inequivalent s-configurations with the same mode in 
the derivation, since we reach the same modes only after reading the same prefix 
of cy, and reading the rest of cy brit:gs us to equivalent configurations. If we take 
i > IrllQl, it contradicts the assumption that M E .VY!P and therefore M E X&N. 
(b) To prove the ‘bnly if direction assume that M E J33.M ; then in every stacking 
derivation of more than Ir’ll~l symbols one can find a basic str\cking derivation, for 
example the stacking derivation (9, WA) 1‘ (a)( 9, w@A), with the shortest k. Then 
( y, WA) and (9, w\TA) are inequivalent s-configurations with the same mode, thus 
Iv1 = . VEh. n 
4. On reductions of equivalence problems to coutainment problems 
1 
_ The squivalence tests for families presented in the last sec~ron seem to us ntihurL!l 
goals at this stage of the research. Other interesting questiolrs are those of deciding 
containment in one of these families for a given dpda. The definitions of the families 
give rise to two kinds of containment problems: For ;\ g&n dpda M and a given 
fimily of dpda’s 3: ( 11 is II! c :V (machine containment), ;HI~ (2) is L( M) E L( *PI? 
i, I:rn&uagC containment). : 
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AMachine containment is trivial for many families of dpda’s (for example the 
real-time dpda’s, the finite-tam dpda’s, etc.) but is likely to be difficult for the 
families we are concerned with. Ukkonen 1231 showed that the equivalence t st for 
proper dpda’s reduces to the properness test of a dpda (following Friedm;Ln [4] that 
showed a similar result for non-singular dpda’s). 
For language containment, [21] provides a general reduction result: For each 
family of deterministic ontext-free languages atisfying certain conditions, the 
equivalence problem for two dpda’s one of which accepts a language in the family 
reduces to language subclass containment for the family. 
In this section TC prove reduction results for machine containment for AM, .A%? 
and JVXB dpda’s (‘Theorem 4.1) and reduction results for language containment 
for L(9), t(.KM) and f&%79) (Theorem 4.2). For the second theorem we could not 
use the results in [28], and thus we give a direct proof. 
Theorem 4.1. The equio~knce problem for .NY, No and ,VY~ dpda’s reduces respe+ 
tirely to the problem @deciding whether or not a dpda is in .N.N, .t%? and NY9. 
Proof. The same proof works for all the families, so !et us denote by A’-dpda’s 
either of them. 
Let Mj = (Q, X, r,, 63, 4i, Z,. F;- ), i = 1,2, be two N-dpda’s. We can also assume 
that L( M, ) & 11 f i( Ah). 
Without ioss of generality assume that Q, P Q2 = r, n I-‘2 = 63. Let a, 6 be two new 
symbols pot in C. 
Consider the language L=(acbm~~O<n~m,cy~L(~~,),\u{a”bm~~n>m>O, 
p E U M>)I. 
We construct the dpda M below to accept Ia: 
where(~o.~,.p~)n~Q,~~Q~)~=(dand(A,Z,,}n(I -‘, u &) = 8. The transition function 
8 contains 6, and S:, and the following transitions: 6( pO, a, X) = (pO, XA) for 
Sk8 E (A ZJ. a( par 6, A) = ( pI, 4, a( pI, 6, A) = ( pI, 4, S(p,, 6, Z,) = (p,, Z,,). For all 
the transitions S,( yI, c., Z! ) = !(I’;, w’,), where c E 2, we add S( p,, c, Z,,) = (411, w’,), 
and for all the transitions ii,(y,, c, Z2) = (& ~5) we add 6( pI, c, A) = (q$, w;). 
Clearly L = f.( M) a;ld K = { p,), pI, A, ZoA’. A) are generative quintets for each 
i > 0. 
We claim that M is J’-dpda if and only if L( M,) # L( M,). 
If L( M,) # L( M), then {( po, Z(,A’) 1 i > 0) #are all pairwisc inequivalent, and so 
are { ( pI, Z,,A’) 1 i > O), and since all the other modes and generative quintets of M 
also occur in M, or M2 which are X-dpda’s, M must be an .,V-dpda. 
Now if M is an X-dpda, L( M,) must be dktinct from L( M2), otherwise L(M) =z 
a * h ’ L( Ad, ) in which case {( p,,, Z,,A’) 1 i > O} are ail equivalent, and so are 
(t pl, &,A’ ) 1 i 3 0), and thus M is not A”-dpda. El 
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The ntzxt theorem shows reduction from the extended equivalence problems to 
the appropriate language subclass containment problems. 
The conditions of the theorem in [B] do not hold for our families, so the reductions 
cannot be cbtained & corollaries from the result in [28]. 
Theorem 4.2. The problems of deciding whether or not L( MI ) = L( M,) *for any two 
gim?tl @da’s M, and M, such that L( M,) is L( 9) or in L(.I;:Al) or in L(.kX! ), are 
reducible respectively to the language containment problems (9, Y), ( 2, .W) and 
( 9, 20 ). 
Proof. The same proof works for the three families. We denote by .\‘-dpda’s either 
I)f them. 
Assuming we know an algorithm to test the containment property, we first check 
if I-( M,) is also in L( 5) (a negative answer yields L( M, ) i L( Ml) ). Next recall L, 
of section 3 and assu ne ils alphabet is disjoint from the alphabet of LC M, ) ad 
L!bL). NOW. let us look a’. 
Since there exist A?,, A$ E 3’ such that L( a,) = I,( M,) and E( :1?,) = L( M,) WC can 
assume the existelwe of a dpda &J such that L = L( M ) and M consists of M-\ (from 
Section 3 ) ari A2 I and A&. (The accepting state of A& becomes the initial state of 
$, and ~(2 on. 1 We claim that L( R/I ) c LA, A‘) if and oniy if LC Ml) = L( A&,. (i) If 
L( M, 1 = I_( M?), tk en L={((I’~)~(.‘cI’~~I(Y~ L(M,)} and clcuriy L.(M)E LIM. (ii) 
if U M, 1 $ u Iv?), we can show th;lt L( A/J) it”‘L( .\‘) using the s;we xgument that 
prwcd (in Seciion 3 ) that L 3,sf I_\, \‘). I‘:: 
1% ote tl3;lt t hc reduction in Theorem 4.1 is from the cl;~ssicA‘ equiw~ence problem, 
ivherc;rs Theorem 4.2 reduces the more general extended equivalence problem. This 
is similar to what was achieved for other families (contrast, for instance, the machine 
solltainnterlt reductions of [4., 231 Gth their language counterparts in [4. 281). 
stt’;lrns 12 11 has shown that the problem l+ht‘tht’r or not a dpda accepts a regular 
i~1~~g~ag~ is decidable. \;tli:mt [25) improwd this regularity test. A simil;w problem 
,ih to wk &cther 3 dpda starting from ct given configuration accepts 3 regul:ir 
iaflgu:igc. WC can erxode this configurxtion into one new stack symbol x.3 then 
;li.tiWe the regularity test of Valiant. It is also pos:;ihle to work directly on the given 
machine &h a similar regularity test (see [ 101). Another interesting question is 
&ether tht>re c~i~it~ for a given dpd:r. ;\n equivalent dpda that knows during the 
i(jnlputittion, whether or not the mxhinc starting from the current configuration 
;iCCCptS ;i rr ; ul;u- Iqyaps. 
Let US dc .ne formally the property described above. 
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D dinitioar. A given dpda M = (Q, 2, I; 6, qo, Zo, F) has the on-line regularity indica- 
ti ~7 property if and only if there exists a set of modes S c Q x (r u {t}) such that, 
f Jr every reachable configuration c of M, L(c) is regular if and only if its mode is 
* II s. 
The question is then as follows. Given a dpda M, construct an equivalent dpda 
with on-line regularity indication. In [ 131 it was shown that every family of dpda’s 
for which such a simulation is possible has a decidable d-linearity problem. Courcelk 
[3] has recently shown, howeirer, that some deterministic languages cannot tli 
accepted by a dpda with on-line regularity indication. We now present a simp’&e 
special case of the counter example from [3]. 
Proposition 5.1 (133). The_following language L is deterministic but cannot be accepttii? 
b_v a dpda with on lin /c’ regularit v indication : _ 
L = (a’b’a“c”‘d%‘n” l(m = yl and .I- = k aud j’ = j) or 
(m f n and _rl = j and y = i)}. 
Pidof. Consider the configuration c~,~,/ reached after reading a’bJahc. Then c,,,,~ i> 
regular if there ;c no need to compare the number of c’s and &s in the remaining 
input. ThiL, is true if and only if i =j = k. So a dpda M accepting E with on-lina 
regularity indication may be easily modihed to accept L’ = { a’ba’c/ i 3 0}, which Is 
not contest free. EI 
Despite tnis negative result, we will show a positive result for all four families 
discussed in this paper. This is done by first introducing a general inductive technique 
for the simulation and then showing how to use it for our families. 
We first give a short sketch of our technique. 
Given a dpda M we have to build an equivalent dpda M’ that knows for ever!’ 
configuration c in its computation whether L(c) is regular or not. (For convenience 
we shall say that c is regular if and only i:‘ L(c) is regular.) 
Let A4 = ( Q, 2, I’, 6, qor Z,, F) be a dpda. 
.rl/l’ makes an exact simulation of M, and in addition it in.ductively collects during 
the computation all the information about the regularity of the configurations. We 
iisscme that this information is retained in the symbols of M’ and for an_v symbol 
.A t: I‘ appearing in the configuration (9, woAw) where wo, ~7 E I’*, 9 E Q, we know 
t‘or every reachable configuration in {( p, w,,R) 1 p E Q, B E r} whether it is regular 
CI~ not. (Note that, for M’ = E, (9, woA) is one of these conf;guratic;iis.j 
Now, if M adds a new symbol on the stack, M’ will c,ompute all the regularity 
information for this symbol. ‘The main idea is to make ;Ss on a local basis knowing 
only the topmost symbol on the stack. We are going to show how M’ works in the 
Inost general case of replacing the topmost symbol on the stack b~f two new symbols. 
Let (q, WA)+& (9’, WI?/?) bz a single step in the derivation of M. The inductive 
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assumption assures us that we know all the regularity indications attached to B, 
and now we are looking for those of stack symbol B. Define the set of configurations 
C-=((p, wBD)~~EQ,DET and 3ar~C* such that (q’_ &+~,(p,D)). 
(Note that (q’, wB@ is in C.) Now, for c E C where c = ( p, wBD), define by Down(c) 
the configurations M reaches after erasing the topmost stack symbol: 
Down(c)=((p’,wB)]p’~Q,3P~~* such that (p,D)5_(/3)(p’,r:) 
and (p’, wB) is live}. 
Note that C and Down(c) can be derived locally from (q’, B& and that Down(q) 
and Down (c,) for cl # c2 in C are not necessarily disjoint sets. Also note that by 
our inductive assumptions the information about regularity of each configuration c’ 
in Down(c) where c E C is available, since it was retained in A. Now for each c E C 
there exist three possible cases (see Fig. 2). The first two cases are handled very 
easily by the inductive technique. 
r -mm--.----- -1 
( 1) If (q, WA) is regular, then c is regular, since the regular languages are closed 
under left quotient and, -for each CC C, I-( 4 L= (tt ) ’ L( q, WA) for some cy t‘ ?. 
(2) Ifthere exists a C E Dc~n(c) such that i; is not regular, then c is also not regular. -- 
(Let cJ(p)c’, and assume to the contrary thai L(C) is regular, then /3 ‘I-(C) is . 
also regular.) 
Clearly, cases ( I) and (21 cannot occur at the same time, and we are left with the 
third case where the previous configuration is non-regular and all the ‘future‘ 
configurations ( C~WI( c)) are regular. 
It is not possible to give a solution for this CL\X in general, but we shop for certain 
fmilics of dpda’: how to hilndlc it. Note that one possible solution that uses only 
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local information is to try to prove that C~Z 1’ is regular if and only if for every 
?E Down(c) the language defined by L(c + c’) = Ip E 2* 1 CL (i_r)C} depends only on 
the mode of c and the state of C., and can be computed locallj The ‘if direction is 
trivial and implied by the closure properties of the regular languages, since for 
c E C UC) = up, Down(c) L( c + c’)t( c) but the ‘only if direction is not true in general. 
By the inductive assumption we know the regularity indications for all the 
configurations in {Down(c) 1 c E C} and also for (9, WA), thus if we solve case (3), 
we can compute on-line the indicators for all configurations in c. 
The idi&~~ of the inductive technique is quite natural. Stack symbols of AI’ 
are pairs [A, fl where A is a stack sq mbol of M and S is a partial predicate on 
Q x f. Configuration (9, [A,,f,lCA~,f,l..  bL,.fml) is e uivalent to the configuration q 
@, A,&. . . A,) of .‘c%, Moreover, for each PEQ,BEJI if c=(p,A,A2...A,-.,B) 
is reachab,le, 12 s m, then _J,( p, B) is defined and sn( p, B) -= true if and only if L(c) 
is regular. 
The initial contiguratian is (%, [&,,jJ) where f0 is precomputed to indicate the: 
regularity of configurations (9, A) for each 9 E Q, A E 1: 
6. Decidability results for the new families 
III this secticll we first investigate the rcgtilal-ity properties of the families defined 
in Section 3, then use the inductive technique for regularity to yield the on-line 
regularity indication property. As a consequence we prove that linearity is decidable 
for these families. 
At the end of the section we show an improved algorithm rbr deciding the subclass 
containment problems (,Wf& 2,) and (X. ft, 2,)). 
The first two theorems give a necessary and sufficient condition tbr non-regularity 
of a dpda from our families. 
Theorem 6.1. A configuration c of a given jpdcz M, AI E (9, ,NZ! ), is not regular if arid 
only if there is a derivation qf M stwtingJrom c cmd pa sing through a generalIve quintet. 
Proof. ii) The ‘only if direction is true for a general jpda, because if there is no 
generative quintet in the derivation, then M does not write and then pop more than 
Ir[iQ[’ stack sylnbols while reading nonempty input words. Thus all the segments 
of stack words tnat are written from now on can be represented by states of a finite 
ab.tomaton, contradicting the non-regularity of c (see [lo, 25, i-3-!). 
(ii) For the ‘if direction we have to show that for any integer FZ > 0 there is a 
dirivation starting from c and passing through n pairwise inequivalent configur- 
at&. so that c is not regular. Let T = (q, q’, 1, x, _v ) be the generati\.e quintet, then 
(8, = (q’, xy’), i 2 0 are the candidate coAgur.!tions. 
,(a) For M E X9 the proof i$ trivial because by defin;tion iq’, xyi) #(q’, xy’? for 
every s’ f j. 
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- ib j For M E 9 we know that the weights of the configurations ci are getting larger 
and large]- when we increase i. (Since any copy of the stack word y has at least 
one nonremovable symbol.) 
Using the properness prcjperty we can find inductively the inequivalent configur- 
ations: Assume that C, , c,~, . . . , c,, are pairwisc inequivalent configurations and 
iVg:{ C,, ) 5; ml., where Lj = L(c,,). If m is the maximum of these bounds, then the 
configuration c,, is inequivalent to all the other configurations since wgr c,,,) 2 m. 
This completes the proof. r! 
Theorem 6.2. A cwjigurution c qf a giwn jpda M, M E (.K M, .KYCZ ) is not regular if 
and only if there is a derir;ation.frorn c that increases the stack size by more ahan IrllQl. 
Proof. (i) Th 1 ‘only if direction is trivial, and true for a general dpda. 
(ii) If there is such a derivation, then we can find a basic stacking derivation 
( 4, WA) 1 i CY )( y, MY&~ ). ( First find a stacking derivation that increases tile stack size 
by more than 11‘1 /Q!, then choose the shortest w possible.) Now, if we let n/l in 
I y, WA) read cy “, n ‘2 0, then it will pass through contiguratiolls C, .= (q, w@‘A), i s n. 
i a) For U E . K if, by the definition tif ..W there exist i, j 6 FI such that i Sj and 
C, #c, so that c is tlot i-eguiar. 
I b) For . fl c. .I ?fV, by Theorem 4.2, M is also in ,GM, and by definition 
( 1’1, MYI) H y, w?A ). In general c’, $c, , .? for every i 5 H. We only need to hhow that, 
for every k: f I, I’,, A,. Now a!,sume to the contrary that there are k < 1 c II such that 
C,! -55 c’j. Denote t = i - k. Clearly, for m 1.2 0, c,, r ((1 “‘I )ck . ,,,, and all these configur- 
xtions are ;lairwix equivalent. Reading (Y takes these conilgurations to ck +Rj, . I, 
VI -ew 0, which are 4s~~ pairwise equi\lalent. 
M’e conclude that L’~ = c‘,, + ,),, +‘cl, , ,,I, + , = ck + , for every oz z- 0. Let p be the shortest 
input word their distinguishes between Q and I‘/, , , ; then it will have to distinguish 
A0 ktween f y, w+ - ’ ’ IpI ‘A) and ( y, M’,~k ’ ??I f ’ 1 A) for any 01. l3y choosing a ver! large 
111 ;ind using Lemma 6.3 belo\v, WC get a contradiction. L? ,
Note i’l~at for Theorem 6.2 we can require that there bvill be a staching derivation 
from c i hat passes through t\vo s-c.Migurationt v ith the stitne mode instead ot 
demanding the increase oi‘the stxk size -we stil’ get :\n equivalent :heorem. From 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we can get the following corollary. 
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Proof. We build a nondeterministic pda which mimics all the stack movements of 
M by E moves instead of reading the normal inputs, and at the same time guesses 
the generative quintet (when M E (9, A’2 )), or the repeating mode in the stackirag- 
derivation (when A4 E (X3, ,XY9)). When the guess succeeds the rlew machine 
reads a and continues in simulating M to check liveliness. 
Thus the pda accepts {$} if and only if L(M) is not regular (otherwise it accepts 
the empty set). 
The size of the new machine polynomialiy depends on the size of M, and the 
regularity test becomes an emptiness test for the pda. cl 
Note that, for the general dpda M, the regularity test takes double-exponential 
time as a f:Jnctlon of the cize of M. 
Now wt’ are ready to st*dte and pro1.e the P’ollowing tht:orem. 
Proof. Let us first transform M to an equivalent @da M,. Clearly the families are 
c*losed under this transformation [ 13). We then use the inductive technique described 
in the pre &itis section, with the same notations and definitions. In the inductive 
constructron of the stack symbol of tllc” xw dpda, we are ieft only with case (3. 
The dpdd moves in a single step from (9, WA), which is known to be not regular, 
to ( y’, ~vBI?). C is the set of configurations that are reachable from (q , wB& without 
erasing the stack symbol B. 
We are trying to find whether t.he configuration c E C is regular or not, knowing 
th;lt. foi- each C’E DorM c) P is regular. Remember that Down(c) contam:; all the 
configurations that the dpca reaches after erasing the topmost symbol of cl. 
We continue by using 0-e approach suggested at the end of Section 5. We will 
show that c E C‘ is regular if and only if, for every c’ E Do~?n( c1, the language &( c -+ 2) 
that takes the dpda from c to ? is regular. Note that L(c+ ?) only dependi; on the 
mode of’ L* and the state of ?, and its regularity can be precomputed. 
As was pointed out in Sectioti 5 we only need to prove one direction. We wiitl 
show that c’ E C. c’ = ( p, d3.D) is not regular if there exist (f‘= ( p’, wl?), CIE llouw( d 
such that f.( c -+ C) is nor regular. 
The language L.( (1 + 2) can be xcopted by 3 jpda with the sme transition function 
like M, and with initial mode ( p, D). It accepts an input word if it erases the bottom 
symbol 12 and enters state p’. ‘Vow by Thexem 6.1 there rlxq;t be a gt!nerNiv: 
quintet in one of the derivations of a dpda that accepts a r onregular language. ( h-t 
(i 1 is proved for every jpda., 1 St3 let T = (q, ij’, A, _q ~1) be the generative quinret. 
C’Itxrly T, L- ( r;i, i*, A, MBY y ) is a generative quintet in a derivation L’ + ? of Ml md 
(17, wBx,~i) + ( ci;, ~B_Y.I-'& ir; a stxking derivation for each i 2 0. For large i this 
deri~xtion increases the c;t_ack by --nore than 11’1 IQ/. Ly rheorem 6.1 for Ml E (..% :p) 
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and by Theorem 6.2 for M, E (NJ& NY’S j we get that c is not regular, and this 
completes the proof. D 
In [ 133 it was found out that the existence of a dpda with the on-line regularity 
indication is a sufficient condition for implementing the linearity test. We quote the 
next theorem from [ 131 and then use it for our families. 
Theorem 6.6. Linearity is decidable for a given dpda M if there exista a jpda with 
on-line regularity indication that accepts I,( M ). 
By using Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 we achieve the following result. 
Theorem 6.7. Lirzearity is decidable -for d;7da’s in the (9, X2, .NX, b’Y’9) families. 
Note that we actually can find the equivalent l-turn dpda, so as a result one car. 
slightly strengthen the results of Oyamaguchi et al. [US], Greibach and Friedman 
[S] and the present authors [ 111 about the equivalence problem. 
Carollary 6.8. Equivalence of two dpda’s is decidable, [f one is in tl2e 
( Y, * Y2, &XI, “WV ) f amifies and accepts a 1 -tzrrn deterministic language. 
Proof. We first find the l-turn dpda equivalent o the first dpda, then test equivalence 
with the second one (by one of the algorithms in [ 18, 8, 111). Cl 
As a corollary to Theorem 6.7 and Proposition 5.1 we also obtain the strict 
inclusions of Theorem 3.1 (including the result abot:t XW that was not proved 
there). 
Corollary 60 q Eacl’l n.f the language_families L(z?,,), L( .W,), L(.X,N,,) and L(.,V’,cjF(_TI’,,) 
is strictly ’ t : ned in L( !&). 
We :.orrclude this section with a fdster algorithm for thtz subclass containment 
prottem for real-time strict deterministic languages for a dpda in (X t!, .W.9). The 
algorithm for a general dpda M is very complicated [ 17, 127, ;urd involves checking 
equivalence between M and another dpda whose size is double exponential in the 
size of M. We show here that for dpda’s like ,bX and Xc/9 dpda’s, with restrictions 
on the equivalence relations among their configurations, we achieve a polynomial 
algorithm. 
But first we need the following proposition. 
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Proof. (i) The ‘if direction is very easy, and in fact is true for a general dpda. Such 
a machine is known in the literature as a quasi-real-time dpda [9,27], and there we 
can find how to transform the dpda to a real-time dpda. If the bound is for example 
n, we encode a block of n + 1 stack symbols to a new stack symbol and change 
appropriately the transition function to get an equivalent real-time strict dpda. 
(ii) Now, if there was a derivation of A4 with a sequence of E-moves that erases 
more than Ir( IQ1 stack symbols, we can find in the appropriate stacking derivation 
that wrote these symbols a basic stacking derivation (q, WA) 1‘ ( E)( q, w@A). Clearly 
if M erases the stack word r;i; in a P-derivation that starts from configuration (q, WI?A) 
and accepts the input word p, then, for every i 5: 0, M starting from configurations 
(q, w*‘A) also accepts p. But, by the JKM and JW’~ properties, (q, w*‘A), i>O, are 
inequivalent. So, for every dpda that accepts L(M) we can choose a very large i 
such that the configuration that is equivalent to (q, w$‘A) has height greater than 
IpI, and thus cannot accept p without E-moves. Therefore, there is no real-time 
strict deterministic dpda that accepts t(M). Cl 
Now we are ready for the main theorem. 
Theorem 6.11. TM subclass 
decidable in pr!ynomial time. 
containment problems (X99,9?,) and (JK,&, %!,,) ure 
Proof. For a given dpda in (.N.~~, NY9) we first try to construct an equivalent dpda 
M accepting by empty store. This can be done in polynomial time if such a dpda 
exists by a transformation that preserves the (.K.K N.Y9) properties (see [12]). Then 
we check M for the quasi-real-time property (non-deterministically guess the long 
sequence of E-moves). And this can also be done in polynomial time. Cl 
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